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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

Romaji
&lt;lyrics&gt;

Sora ni kasunde yuku  Awai natsu no omoide ga
Furimuite Kimi wo mitara  Itsumo soba ni ita noni

Toutou to terashiteru  Taiyou wo kumo ga boku wo kiratte
Sotto Kakushite

Daichi ni sakarau hana  Boku ni tsuyoku ikite yuke to oshieteta

Fuki areru kaze ni  Mi wo makasete  Tori no you ni  Toberu you ni
Fuki areru kaze ni  Toki wo yudane  Sora mezashite  Todoke yo  Taiyou no kagayaki made

Iro azayaka  Ukabu niji no saki wa
Hateshinaku tsudzuku  Mirai e no kakehashi de

Tantan to tsudzuiteru  Kirameku niji ga boku wo waratte
Sotto michibiku

Takamaru mune no kodou  Toumei na koe wo hibikasete utau yo

Mezameta tsubasa yo  Boku wo tsurete  Sora e takaku  Ikeru you ni
Mezameta tsubasa yo  Ima Habatake  Chikaradzuyoku Todoke yo  Taiyou no kagayaki made

Zenshin zenrei  Toritachi yo  Meguri yuku kisetsu wo
Senaka wo osu chikara  Kono mune ni furi sosoge

Fuki areru kaze ni  Mi wo makasete  Tori no you ni  Toberu you ni
Fuki areru kaze ni  Toki wo yudane  Sora mezashite  Todoke yo
Mezameta tsubasa yo  Boku wo tsurete  Sora e takaku  Ikeru you ni
Mezameta tsubasa yo  Ima Habatake  Chikaradzuyoku Todoke yo Towa ni ano ko no moto e

&lt;/lyrics&gt;

===English Translation===
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Getting misty in the sky The fleeting summer memories
As I look at you, turning around Even though I was always by your side

The brightly shining sun and the clouds that hate me
Softly hiding it

The flower fighting against the earth  Taught me how to live strongly

Entrusting my body to the violently blowing wind Like a bird As if I could fly
Entrusting time to the violently blowing wind Searching for the sky  Reach Until the sun's brilliance

Beyond the colors floating brilliantly in the rainbow is
Continuing endlessly  Until the bridge linking to the future

The rainbow that continues to glitter unconcerned makes me laugh
Softly guiding me

The beat of my swelling chest  The transparent voice resounds and I sing

The wings that have been woken up Take me High in the sky  So that I may go
The wings that have been woken up  Take flight now  With strength Reach Until the sun's brilliance

The birds with complete body and soul The changing seasons
Flow into this chest, the power that pushes my back



Entrusting my body to the violently blowing wind Like a bird As if I could fly
Entrusting time to the violently blowing wind Searching for the sky  Reach
The wings that have been woken up Take me High in the sky  So that I may go
The wings that have been woken up  Take flight now  With strength Reach Forever towards you
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